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Foreword from the Commanding Officer
Greetings Sabretache readers. The Hussars have had a very busy fall, learning to fight the new
Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle (TAPV). We’ve deployed to the field four times this autumn
with the TAPV (including to PEI). The troops are very impressed with the capabilities of this
new platform.
We welcome Major Matthew Bentley who recently transferred to the 8CH from the Regular
Force. Maj Bentley commands A Sqn in Moncton and has already been a great asset to the
Regiment’s fall training experience.
It is with great pride that I announce that the Adjutant, Capt Blair Wilhem and the Operations
Officer, WO Rich Larocque both received 5 Division Commander Commendations in Halifax
in September. Capt Wilhelm was commended for successfully leading the 5 Division Reserve
Recce Team to victory at Worthington Challenge Team in 2017. WO Larocque was
commended for his proactive drive to train Hussars in TAPV Driving and Gunnery last winter.
This campaign resulted in the 8CH having a large number of soldiers qualified early on this
vehicle. This meant that 8CH have received their TAPV before many other nits and have now
been able to accomplish intensive Collective Training with TAPV. Well done to both these
members.

MCpl Herrington being promoted by Commander 37 CBG, Col McPherson and his BSM,
CWO Parker during Exercise TOUGH HUSSAR in October 2018
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For the first time in several years, the 8CH now has fully qualified troop leaders.
Congratulations to Lts Mayte Portilla-Villalon and Brennan Caines on passing the rigorous
Armoured Recce Troop Leader courses this past summer.
Recruiting has gone very well for the Hussars this fall. We’ve officially renamed the holding
troop “Liri Valley Troop”. There are 27 candidates in Liri Valley Troop preparing to start Basic
Training in December in Sussex.
8CH has the honour of taking over the “Influence Activities” (IA) mission task for 37 Canadian
Brigade Group. The IA Company currently contains about 30 personnel across NB and NL.
This mission task fits very well with Armoured Recce and will afford a lot of interesting
training opportunities and deployments for Hussars.
As I write this, MCpl Barton and Tpr Malenfant are representing the 8CH in Belgium at
ceremonies commemorating armistice. They earned this prestigious honour through continuous
hard work and determination.
Please join us for the Soldiers’ Appreciation Dinner in Sussex on the afternoon of Saturday 8
December 2018. We’ve had lots of Old Guard come out for this dinner in the past and we want
to build on this. It’s a good chance to bring the Hussar family together.
The annual Regimental Ball will be held on Saturday 06 April 2019 at the Crowne Plaza in
Moncton. This event has grown every year. It is open to the entire Hussar family and is a good
way to reconnect. Tickets will go on sale in January and are available by contacting Capt Blair
Wilhelm at: Blair.Wilhelm@forces.gc.ca
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
LCol Tom Peppard
____________________________________________________________________________
From the RSM
It is with great pride and humility that I address you for the first time as your Regimental
Sergeant Major. I am proud to represent you and will endeavor to continue moving the
Regiment forward with all your help and support. I would like to thank our Commanding
Officer LCol Peppard for his trust and confidence in allowing me to be his RSM. These are
exciting times for the Regiment as we welcome IA Company into the Regimental family and
commence our training and fielding of the new Tactical Armour Patrol Vehicle (TAPV). This
new platform will enhance the Regiments capabilities as masters of Armour Reconnaissance. I
believe our Regiment is well equipped with talent, motivation and passion to thrive in a
complex and challenging environment. The 8 Canadian Hussars will continue to be a leader
within the Brigade. In closing, I look forward to working with all the excellent NCOs and
Officers of the Regiment, past and present members and the men and women who are
associated with our long history.
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To introduce myself to the Sabretache readers, the following is a short description of my
military career.
I joined the Canadian forces on 02 July 1987, graduating from basic training in Cornwallis. I
was then sent to Gagetown to Depot Sqn for the TQ3 course. Upon completion of this course, I
was posted to C Sqn RCD in Gagetown. There I completed my Leopard Drivers and Gunners
course and was employed as a loader on CS 31C. I deployed to Oka in 1990. After completing
my Combat Leaders Course in 1990, I was appointed MCpl in 1991. I completed my Combat
Arms Advance Communicator course in 1993 and was posted to 12RBC. Upon arrival at the
Regiment, I commenced training for a deployment to Bosnia and was deployed there from Oct
1993-April 1994. Upon my return, I was employed as a tank commander in B Sqn until1 1998.
After completing my TQ6A troop Sgts course that year, I was posted to Recce Sqn for work -up
training for another deployment to Bosnia whereupon I was promoted Sgt and deployed from
Aug 1999-March 2000. I was posted to the Armour School in 2000 as an Instructor and
completed my Advanced Armour Gunnery course and Advance Recce course. I completed my
QL6B in 2003 and was promoted to Warrant Officer. I was once again posted to 12RBC from
2005-2007. I completed work -up training for TF 04-06 and was posted back to the Armour
school in 2007 as the training WO followed by Ops WO. Completed my QL7 course in fall of
2008 and was promoted to the rank of MWO in 2009. Thereafter, I was appointed SSM B Sqn
at the School for 2 years followed by my appointment as the Armour School TQMS. I retired
from the Regular Force in Aug 2013 and transferred to the primary reserve as the SSM of B Sqn
in Sussex. In 2016 I was appointed as the DSM of the Regiment until my appointment as RSM
in May 2018.
Honorary Colonel’s Message
As I write this Sabretache message nearing November 11th, my mind drifts back to the Italian
Campaign Battlefield (1943-1944) Tour I was privileged to experience in May. I just have
finished re-reading Lee Windsor’s, Steel Cavalry, the story of the 8th Hussars in Italy, and I am
half-way through Mark Zuehlke’s The Gothic Line, where the campaign of the 8th Hussars is
well described.
The first thought that surfaces is the various sites where 8th Hussars fought: the hills and slopes
of Foglia River Valley and Montecchio, Liri Valley, Tomba di Pesaro, Ceprano, Coriano and
others. It looked so peaceful when we were there – a sharp contrast to when they were there.
The bright red field of poppies at the Melfa River Crossing jumps out to me as a symbol of the
sacrifice 8th Hussars made - both killed and wounded during the Italian Campaign.
The other thought that sharply focuses the mind is standing at the foot of the graves of the fiftyfive 8th Hussars who never came home. We came home but they did not. The inscriptions on
the gravestones bear their name, their young age and the words « 8th Hussars ». For each of
them, there is a tragic story - an 88 shell hitting a Sherman killing all inside, or a singular
incident such as what happened to Lt. Steadman B. Henderson of Moncton who, on the 31st of
August 1944, was killed by a sniper while crawling back into his tank after attending an O
Group as the Hussars were about to take part in breaching the Gothic Line.
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The 8th Hussars have lost 80 soldiers to wartime and other conflict and training incidents. Each
one is a tragedy. The fact it is an 8th Hussar brings it home. As we come to November - we
must remember all of them - we will not forget.

Hosting MP, The Hon. Ginette Petitpas Taylor Thanking the Association AGM Servers
RSM – I want to welcome MWO Pete Lussier who was recently named RSM of the Regiment.
We thank RSM Jodie Tower for his service and we wish the new RSM every success as he
undertakes his new tasks.
TAPV – I learned at the RCAC Corps Conference in October that the VIIICH have been issued
the greatest number of TAPVs amongst 19 reserve regiments in the Canadian Armoured Corps.
There are regiments the have none, or one or two, and this for various organizational or mission
reasons. Nevertheless the 8th Hussars have been allocated nine, the largest number in Canada. It
speaks volumes about the trust and confidence the Canadian Armed Forces have in the VIIICH
and it speaks well for the future.
Recruiting – We should all be pleased with the success of recent recruiting initiatives. We are
welcoming thirty new recruits to the Regimental family who will start their basic training in the
coming weeks. It appears that the 8th Hussars are leading recruiting efforts in 5 Div with the
highest number of recruits of any reserve unit in the Div. This is very good news and
particularly with the equipment and the missions we have been assigned. There is however
much more that we must do. Everyone is encouraged to promote recruiting for the 8 th Hussars.
Talk to friends, relatives and anyone who is interested about this opportunity. There are a lot of
8th Hussar jobs available. Commanders across Canada have been saying that Regiments which
do not recruit risk a change of status. Recruiting must be a mission for all of us, at all levels. It
is crucial for this Regiment and for the Reserves.
Promotions – I congratulate the following 8th Hussars who were recently promoted: Lt. M
Portilla-Villalon, Lt. BJ Caines, 2Lt AD Marciszewski, MCpl CB Herrington, Cpl NM Doussot.
I wish them every success as they undertake the responsibilities of the new rank. We also
welcome Maj. Matthew Bentley who has just joined the Regiment as the new OC A Squadron.
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Regimental 175th Anniversary (2023) – The 175th anniversary of the 8th Hussars is drawing
near and will be here before we realize it.
The Association is interested in receiving ideas for ways of marking the 175th Anniversary. A
call has gone out for ideas as to how the Regiment, its Association and its Regimental family
may recognize this 175th anniversary. If anyone has an idea and would like to have it
considered, please forward it to LCol Don Bourque, the president of the Association, Maj (retd)
Tom McLaughlan or me.
Along these lines, Hon LCol David Henderson recommended updating the regimental history.
This idea is now in the exploratory stage. Discussion has already been had with Maj Mike
McNorgan, a former 8th Hussar, and Col Allan Halfper, the current RCAC archivist, who have
authored several historical books including an update to the regimental history of the RCD,
currently underway. Col Halfper visited the Museum and RHQ a few weeks ago and spoke with
Maj (retd) Tom McLaughlan, LCol Peppard and me. A proposal is being put forward and will
be reviewed in the coming weeks. The initial information is promising.
In this vein, we are looking for more ideas to celebrate our 175th anniversary on April 4th,
2023. If you have any thoughts, please send them along to us.
Belgium – I end my Sabretache message in the same tone as I started – November 11th. Two
members of the Regiment recently represented the Regiment at Operation Distinction in
Belgium from 1-14 November. Operation Distinction is a celebration of the 100th Anniversary
of the end of the Great War. The two Hussars are MCpl Barton and Tpr Malenfant. We
congratulate them on being selected to attend this important activity and we know the Regiment
was well represented.
WWI - Some 619,636 Canadians enlisted with the Canadian Expeditionary Force during the
WWI, and approximately 424,000 served overseas. Close to 61,000 Canadians were killed
during WWI, and another 172,000 were wounded. During this month of November, for the
61,000 Canadians who did not come home and for the other 27000 Canadians among them who
have never been found and have no known grave – we shall remember them.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
Association President’s Message
Fellow Hussars:

As this is my regular address through the Sabretache, let me start by thanking Bruce Montrose
for the great work he’s done as its Editor and welcome Diane Lutes as his successor. I hope
you’ll all agree that both are producing excellent product after you read through this issue.
We’ve managed through a setback when major work was done to the grounds of Milton Gregg
Armoury and reduced our capacity for parking cars at our two annual local events across the
street. That said, monies were raised and we keep going.
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AGM Meet and Greet 2018
The Regiment celebrated its 170th birthday this year, and you know what that means: our 175th
is soon upon us. It’s time to get in gear to mark this milestone properly. Money has been
squirreled away since the 150th, so the time has come to consider how best to spend it. This
will, of course, be a collaborative effort with the Regiment, Regimental Council and the
Association, so send any ideas to one of these bodies.

AGM Meet and Greet 2018
I’ve long said that the Regimental Family is made up of our “Blue and Flannel Hussars”,
“CADPAT Hussars” and “Hussar Cadets”. I’m happy to see news here in the Sabretache from
across the family, and want to congratulate our Hussar Cadet Ashley Smith of 560 (Moncton)
Army Cadet Corps for winning the MGen Howard Medal, denoting the top Army Cadet in New
Brunswick. Congratulations, also, to 2335 (Port Elgin) Corps on the 70th Anniversary.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis

Don Bourque
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The
Museum Report
December 2018
Another busy year has come and gone at the 8th Hussar Museum. This past year would see a
steady flow of visitors from our opening on 05 May 2018 until our final group of visitors came
during the Soldier Appreciation Dinner on 08 Dec 2018, when over 70 members of the
Regiment came to tour the museum. They then returned to the armouries to test their
historical knowledge. The top scorers took home their prizes from the museum gift shop –
beer mugs! The total registered visitors for the season was 2833, our second highest ever.
During the early months of 2018, the museum volunteers worked diligently to upgrade and
renew a number of displays including one which featured the story of the last soldier killed in
WW I. This display featured original artefacts of Pte GL Price including his knife and fork set, his
Bible and his pace counter which are on loan to the museum from his family. Featured with
this display was the WW I trench display which was also upgraded to tell the stories of 1918
and to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the end of the war.

Mayor Marc Thorne greets the Town Visitors

The CO and LCol Linsson with the flags

These displays were unveiled on 05 May 18, when the Military Attache of the Embassy of the
Royal Kingdom of the Netherlands traveled from Ottawa to take part in the 73rd anniversary of
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the end of WW II which features the flying of the town flag of Tynarloo (Eelde) NL in Sussex
alongside the Regimental flag. Correspondingly, the Town of Sussex flag is raised in Tynarloo,
NL to signify the shared history of the 8th Hussars in both towns. LCol Linsson and his wife
Angelique spent the day in Ottawa at the memorial service there, hopped on a flight to
Fredericton arriving around 11.00 pm in the evening, and then drove to Sussex arriving in the
early morning hours, navigating numerous blocked highways including the Trans-Canada as the
province was experiencing one of the highest spring floods ever. Their attendance was one of
the days hi-lights.

Chere Kitty is presented to LCol Linsson

Lawrence and Tammy Price

Following the ceremony at the Town Hall, the attendees moved to the museum where the
book, Chere Kitty, prepared by Sussex Middle School, was presented to the museum and
various other recipients by the school. The book was centered on the life of Anne Frank and
her time in hiding in the Netherlands. Following the presentations, the Last Soldier Killed
display was unveiled and the story of GL Price was narrated by Harvey McLeod.
The museum was fortunate to receive both federal and provincial funding to hire three
summer employees for 16-week terms this past summer. We wish to acknowledge the support
of both our MP Alaina Lockhart and our MLA Bruce Northrup. It was appreciated. It should also
be noted that the quality and amount of work the students, Makayla, Hayden and Matthew,
did over the summer was exceptional. In addition to writing blogs which detailed segments of
the 8th Hussars WW II history and uploaded to our website for public knowledge, they
inventoried and accessioned artefacts, prepared archive materials for uploading to nationally
accessible databases, and personally greeted every visitor to the museum. To test their skills,
the museum participated with the Town of Sussex Summerfest program which had a
homecoming theme. The challenge to our staff was to prepare and deliver the story of the 8 th
Hussars’ homecoming from Eelde NL after waiting 8 long months to be repatriated to Canada
after the end of the war. That story also included the return of Princess Louise, the mascot,
and her welcome to Canada in the spring of 1946.
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Makayla, Hayden, Matthew

2335 Port Elgin Cadet Staff

As per normal, we participated in a shared fund-raising venue with two of the 8th Hussars
affiliated cadet corps during the August Flea Market and the September Balloon Fiesta. A
number of challenges were met during these two events. The field next to the armouries
where we usually park most cars had been dug up earlier in the summer to remove all of the
old WW II underground infrastructure including septic tanks, water and sewer lines and heat
tunnels thus reducing the usable area available to about 40 % that we would regularly use. On
top of that, one whole day was lost to a torrential rainfall which even flooded the field.
However, we persevered and, in the end, raised important funds to be shared among the
participants. The effort was supported by a number of volunteers too numerous to mention
here. If it were not for them, we could not operate this type of fundraising activity. The
museum survives on this annual fund-raising activity.
During the fall period, two events were held which saw the museum open for Remembrance
Day and then for the Soldiers Appreciation Dinner. During that time, we had applied for
funding to properly manage and store both artefacts and archive materials. We were fortunate
once again to receive two $3000 grants to pay for a part-time employee. The aim of the
projects is to update national databases to include our more than 4,000 artefacts, 15, 000
digital photographs and 93 archival storage boxes of historical documents. Fortunately, one of
our summer students is available for part-time employment so we have engaged him to
complete this year’s winter projects. He is currently working long hours to be able to finish by
the 30 Mar 2019 deadline.
Although it has been a good year in many ways there is always a down side too. Unfortunately,
some of our volunteers have indicated that they will finish up later this winter following the
museum’s AGM. It is safe to say we already miss their input and expertise. Carol Carr and
Harvey McLeod both have put many years of volunteer time into the museum and they have
contributed in many ways to the success of the museum as it stands today. Best wishes and a
sincere thank you to each of you for all you have done for the museum.
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FINDING SGT SHAUGHNESSY: Many thanks to Dr Sarah Lockyer, daughter of the Hon
Col, for contributing this excellent article and for her amazing work.
FROM BONES TO BEING: How the remains of a soldier from New Brunswick killed
during the First World War was identified 100 years later.
By: Sarah Lockyer, PhD
In early June 2016, human remains were discovered by a munitions clearing team in the village
of Vendin-le-Vieil, France. First World War military equipment was found with the remains,
prompting a call to Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) to go to the site, retrieve
the remains and ultimately inform the Casualty Identification Program (CIP), part of the
Department of National Defence’s (DND) Directorate of History and Heritage (DHH).
As Casualty Identification Coordinator, and the CIP’s Forensic Anthropologist, I am
responsible for analyzing the newly discovered human skeletal remains of Canadian soldiers
who were killed in action during the First and Second World Wars and the conflict in Korea, so
that they can be buried in a proper cemetery with their name, by their regiment and in the
presence of their families.
I am often asked which case sticks out the most for me. I always refer to the case below as there
are a few parallels between me and the soldier. I started at DHH in August 2016 making this the
first case where I was involved from start to finish. The soldier and I were both born in New
Brunswick (him in St. Stephen, me in Moncton), during the month of November, had both
attended universities in Montreal, and were both in our early 30s. I do also view this as my first
successful identification with the CIP.
A colleague at DHH reviewed the historical data of the location of discovery and determined
that the remains were found where the Battle of Hill 70 took place. It occurred from 15-25
August 1917 in preparation to take the city of Lens, France. The battle left approximately 2,500
Canadian soldiers dead, 1,300 of which have no known grave. The remains were discovered in
the area where the 13th Canadian Infantry Battalion (Royal Highlanders of Canada), Canadian
Expeditionary Force (CEF) was active. This provides the first clue for identification. Forty-six
soldiers from the 13th Battalion have no known grave as a result of the Battle of Hill 70.
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The remains of soldiers are not repatriated to Canada, they are buried in the closest appropriate
cemetery to where they fell. I conduct my analysis in an area close to where the remains were
discovered, in this case at the CWGC’s facility in Beaurains, France. Many artefacts were found
with the remains, including: shoulder badge with “73RH” and “Canada”, a signet ring with
initials (possibly “JWL”), an identification disc with some legible information, a toothbrush and
toothpaste, a razor, a metal collapsible cup, amongst others. Even though these artefacts were
found with the remains, each must be scrutinized to determine if it in fact belonged to the
soldier.
The “73RH” shoulder badge seemed out of place in an area where the 13th Battalion was active.
With further research, my colleague discovered that seven soldiers from the 13th Battalion had
in fact been with the 73rd Canadian Infantry Battalion (Royal Highlanders of Canada), CEF
prior to being transferred to the 13th in the months leading up to August 1917. This allowed the
CIP to narrow down the list of potential candidates from 46 to seven. Upon further inspection of
the signet ring, it was found that “JWL” were not the initials inscribed on the ring, but “HWS”.
The identification disc provided four lines of partially legible text as follows: 1) “042”, 2)
“SHAU_HN”, 3) “SGT” and “HW”, and 4) “CATH” (likely for catholic). All this information
singled out one soldier in the list of seven, 132042 Sergeant Harold Wilfred Shaughnessy.
The anthropological analysis of the remains aims to establish a biological profile for the
skeleton: sex, age, height, ancestry, trauma and pathology (illness). Anthropological methods
look at various areas throughout the body to estimate the data. Due to human variation, the
estimates are always presented as ranges so as to not be so precise that the individual we are
looking for is excluded. After analysing a number of age markers, it was found that the
individual was 30-34 years old. The long bones were measured and the data was entered into a
linear statistical regression that calculated the height of this individual as 5’10’ to 6’.
There are two key pieces of information on a soldier’s Attestation Papers, their date of birth (but
also recognizing the fact that the soldier may have lied about their age) and their height.
Sergeant Shaughnessy was born on 3 November 1884, making him 32 years old at the time of
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his death, and he stood at 5’11½” tall. When comparing that data to the ranges derived from the
remains, Sergeant Shaughnessy fell in the middle of both. Due to the amount of evidence
provided by the archaeology, anthropology, history and artefacts, it was decided to proceed to
the final stage of the identification process, the Casualty Identification Review Board (CIRB).
Other than myself, the CIRB includes 11 participants: military and civilian personnel of DHH
including military historians, the Canadian Forces Forensic Odontology Response Team, and an
outside biological anthropologist. The outside anthropologist peer reviews my identification
report to ensure proper application of anthropological methods to the case being presented. The
CIRB for Sergeant Shaughnessy was convened on 20 December 2016, six months after
discovery. This is a very quick turnaround as some of the cases have taken seven years to
identify. The Board members review all evidence: archaeological, anthropological, historical,
and the artefacts. Each type of evidence is given the same weight when deciding the outcome.
The decision must be unanimous and in this case we all agreed, the remains discovered in early
June 2016, near Lens, France were those of Sergeant Harold Wilfred Shaughnessy.
Sergeant Shaughnessy was buried 100 years after his death on 24 August 2017 at CWGC’s
Loos British Cemetery in Loos-en-Gohelle, France. He was buried by The Black Watch (Royal
Highland Regiment) of Canada, from Montreal and his great-nephew was in attendance. The
bright sunny day saw the emotional but happy ceremony of Sergeant Shaughnessy being
reunited with his fallen comrades and most importantly, having his identity, his name, returned
to him so that it may live on forever more.
To learn more about Sergeant Shaughnessy, follow this link:
https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/services/military-history/historyheritage/casualty-identification-military/sergeant-harold-wilfred-shaughnessy.html

Check the Museum Blog for weekly news, activities and stories.
http://www.8chassociation.com/blog---museum
Radley-Walters Chapter Petawawa
The Radley-Walters Chapter sends best wishes to all members, of the Regiment and the
8th Canadian Hussar Association. The chapter continues to flourish, as we have had good
support from our membership throughout the year. We are enjoying another successful year to
date.
In our last Sabretache article, we covered details of our 30th annual reunion 2018. So
some highlights are here of that event. The reunion was held on 25-26 May in Petawawa and
was by all accounts an excellent reunion. The Meet & Greet and Dinner Dance were well
attended. Our membership Chairman Frank Smith, always busy rounding up new members was
quite successful this year with another 16 new members. In addition, we had a number of old
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members reinstated. Membership is just one of the many hats the Frank wears but his efforts in
this regard are appreciated.
Grant Radley-Walters
joined us for a round of golf
and graciously donated a
number of pictures and items
of Gen Rads to the chapter.
The Chapter in turn passed
them along to Tom
McLaughlin, for the
Regimental Museum. Pictured
at right are Charlie Butt and
Grant Radley-Walters as the
items were received. It was
our 6th Annual golf
tournament and a great time
was had by all participants!
Although previously reported the winners were; Jack Griffiths and Larry Zaporsan 1st overall.
Second place went to Hank Overink and Grant Yakimenko. The winners of closest to the Pin
were Larry Boytel for Men and Betty Yakimenko for women. Betty Yakimenko was 1st overall
for women and Alice Overink women’s 2nd place. Congratulations to this year’s winners!
The success of the tournament is in the capable hands of our chapter golf pro, Charlie
Butt. Each year Charlie has organised this event and always does a superb job of conducting the
tournament. Charlie, we offer our thanks for organising another fine tournament.
LCol Peppard, CO 8CH and
Tom McLaughlin, Vice President,
8CH Association were both on hand
at this year’s reunion. LCol Peppard,
we thank you for your update on the
Regiment, as our quest speaker and
we offer our sincere thanks to both of
you for your continued support and
participation in this year’s reunion.
The chapter has always tried
to maintain contact with the
Association and its members through
articles like this and our continued
promotion of the Hussar family through close ties with the Association. Vice President of the
8th Canadian Hussar Association and 8CH Museum curator, Tom McLaughlin was on hand to
present Certificates of appreciation to Doug and Sharen Seed for their long and continuous
service to the chapter.
Chapter member Gary Barling also made a presentation of another model to Tom for the
8CH museum. Gary has been actively working with the 8CH Museum creating historically
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accurate scale models, which he has presented to them on several occasions. Gary, the chapter
offers our thanks for all that you do.
The Radley-Walters Chapter is only as strong as its members and its success is only
possible with your support. The Chapter continues to flourish due to your participation, dues
and donations, without them the chapter would struggle to survive.
This year we were pleased
to see so many former CO’s
present. Gentlemen your support
and that of your lovely ladies is
greatly appreciated.
Pictured L to R are: Ted
Nurse, Mike Ward, Greg Taylor,
Doug Harrison and Larry
Zaporsan. We offer our sincere
thanks to all those who participate
in our reunions each year. We can
also be found on Facebook, ask to
join our group the Radley-Walters
Chapter for more information and
reunion pictures.
As a reminder our next reunion is 24-26 May 2019 in Petawawa. Our spring newsletter
will provide further information.
Wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas and may the New Year be a another great
one for all.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
Doug Seed, Secretary, Radley-Walters Chapter

Friends and Family Breakfast - Moncton
WO Mike Jaillet (deceased August 15, 2013) started organizing the breakfasts for present and
past 8th Hussars and their families and friends as a way to keep in touch and connected. The
breakfasts began approximately 15 years ago. It started out at McGinnis Landing (former
Crystal Palace) once a month and has moved to a couple of locations over the years. Presently
we meet at the Igloo on Morton Avenue in Moncton one Sunday morning a month for breakfast.
We try to make it on the 3rd Sunday, however that sometimes does change.
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We have regulars that come every month and some that can make it occasionally. Regardless
it is a very relaxed setting with some laughter and jokes, but mainly it is a way of keeping
friends in touch.
The Padre’s Corner
Padre Chris VanBuskirk deployed to Kuwait in July 2018 as part of Joint Task Force-Iraq. From
Camp Canada, he travels throughout the area of operations to six out-stations, visiting
Canadian troops who conduct training for Iraqi police and military personnel and with others
who are engaged with various levels of Iraq’s government ministries.
As part of these visits, he has had the privilege of meeting 16 Coalition chaplains from eight
countries. In his travels, he remains in contact with -- and is supported in prayer by – the
current 8th Canadian Hussars (8CH) chaplain, Capt Greg Sparkes. For his deployment, Padre
VanBuskirk was gifted with an 8CH notebook and ball cap. With these and his regimental golf
shirt, he is spreading the good word of the 8CH.

Thank you all for your support – Regi Patriaeque Fidelis!
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REMEMBRANCE DAY NOVEMBER 2018

A touching moment at the Veterans Wing of the Dr Everett Chalmers Hospital during
their Remembrance Day Service.
Cpl Hugh Riley, 103 years old, an 8th Hussars WW II veteran, shares time and stories with
Sgt Peter Vail (RCMP) formerly MCpl Vail, 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s).

Bursary Applications

This year the Regimental Association will be awarding three bursaries.
Applications for two $1000 Regimental Association bursaries and one $500 LCol
McLeod Memorial Bursary close on 30 April 2019. Applications forms may be
found on the Association website at: http://www.8chassociation.com/bursary.html
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8th Canadian Hussars (PL) Affiliated Cadet Corps
2335 Port Elgin

Exciting things happened this 70th year anniversary of 2335 Port Elgin Army Cadets. We
started with taking on strength two new adult staff with training and experiences that
completes the “Dream Team” needed to lead this unit to the next level. This year we have
more female cadets at 2335 then in past years. This is showing a shift in interest with the
youth in the local area and hopefully will allow us to grow more. We have had a recordbreaking year for fundraising already, including the Sussex Balloon Fiesta with the 8th Hussars
Association. We also had a fundraising breakfast hosted by the Saint-André-LeBlanc Center.
The cadets had a great time at both events. We still have one more event planned this year
for a breakfast at a local church in Port Elgin, NB. Although 6 cadets left the unit this year with
2 of them joining the reserves in Nova Scotia where they live, we gained 5 new cadets and one
transfer from another unit.
Events we have participated in this year: Sussex Balloon Fiesta, Gold Star Expedition, Breakfast
Fundraising, Orienteering Clinic Training, Orienteering NB Competition, Instructional workshop
with RCACC 560 Moncton, Tidnish, NS. As well, we started a marksmanship training night every
Thursday.
Other events before year end include participating in the Marksmanship Zone shoot, hosting
our first field training exercise in Amherst Shore NS with RCACC 560 Moncton attending,
Remembrance Day Memorial in Port Elgin.
It is our intent to have 2335 cadets involved in the planning for the 70th anniversary of the
Corp.
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560 Moncton

Debbie Craig of the Army Cadet League of Canada (NB) presents Cadet Ashley Smith,
560 (Moncton) RCACC with the MGen Howard Medal presented annually to the cadet in
each province and territory that receives the highest overall cadet qualification
assessment.
'I’m starting to get more confidence in myself'

Ashley Smith, a 16-year-old Moncton High School student, left, receives the Major-General
W.A. Howard Award, the top prize given to a fourth-year cadet. There is an award winner from
every province each year. When Ashley Smith joined cadets at 12 years old, she was shy and
timid. After four years of training, Smith, 16, is in charge of a group of young cadets teaching
marksmanship skills. She said she is more comfortable giving presentations in her classes at
Moncton High School and credits the program as a source of her confidence. “It just came
more natural as I got into it," she said.
Smith is this year's recipient of the Major-General W.A. Howard Award, a prize given to the top
army cadet who completed their Level 4 training in each province.
2859 Sussex
After experiencing a wash out at the Flea Market Parking, training got underway in September
with a number of new recruits joining us. In October 2859 had an FTX at Animaland in Sussex
and also attended the Gold Star Ex.
November has been very busy, with Level 5 training, Poppy sales, Remembrance Day services
and serving lunch at the Legion following the service. November also saw the Cadets manning
a Salvation Army Kettle for a day.
December started with the Santa Clause Parade in Sussex, and everyone is now looking
forward to packing the Christmas Hampers with the Salvation Army and finishing out the
month with a Christmas party.
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Moving an Old Comrade
Over the years many of us have had to help move a
buddy when they got posted or got a new house.
What do you do when the comrade you have to
move weights more than 55 Tons.
The Centurion Mk. 11 tank that sat in front of the
old Garrison gym is an old comrade of the
Regiment which had to be moved.
The centurion “Rimini” had come to us from CFB
Lahr Germany after Lahr was shut down in 1993,
where it had done the duty as gate guard since the
mid 70’s along with its brother centurion, a Mk.
5/2 L7 105mm which is now a monument in
Riverview NB.

Since the 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) was the last armored regiment in Lahr at the
time of its closing, the decision was made to bring the centurions home with the Regiment.
Gagetown already had some centurion monuments, so it was decided that they would stay in
Moncton at the Garrison. With the downsizing of the Garrison footprint in 2013, the gym was
sold off in 2015 and the Regiment was told that the tank had to move. The plans for the
Garrison at that time had no room for the tank to be displayed so it was decided the tank was
going to Sussex. Forward to 20 November 2018.
After a few years of preparations, the time came when giant cranes were set-up to move the old
boy from his pad in front of the old gym and move “Rimini” to a newly constructed pad in front
of the Sussex Armoury.
The cranes were set up during the evening of the 20th November with the “LIFT” happening at
0700 on the 21st. By evening on the 21st the Centurion was on a flatbed sitting in Sussex
awaiting the move to its new home. Submitted by MCpl Don Abbott
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Contact Us!
Association Secretary; hussarsassociation@nb.aibn.com
Sabretache Editor; lutesr@nbnet.nb.ca
Museum; hussarssussex@nb.aibn.com
Mail; Association of the 8th Cdn Hussars (PL), Box 1695, Moncton, NB E1C 9X5
Association and Museum Webpage: http://www.8chassociation.com/
Facebook: https://www.com/groups/249320194490/

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
In the past, several newsletters have
been returned to the secretary due to
wrong addresses or postal codes.
Similarly, e-mail is often not delivered due
, to changes in personal e-mail accounts.
Please be sure to advise the committee
of any changes to your mailing address or
email address, when changes occur. Your
assistance in this regard would be truly
appreciated. Thanks!
E-mail: hussarsassociation@nb.aibn.com

SABRETACHE ARTICLES
The cut off for articles for the next issue
of the Sabretache will be 31 May 2019.
This should give everyone plenty of time
to write their articles. Articles and
pictures can be forwarded to:
Diane Lutes
2 Burns Lane
Moncton, NB
E1E 0A5
Or by e-mail: lutesr@nbnet.nb.ca

Donations
We would like to thank the following members who made a
donation to the Association General funds or the museum. It
is through their generosity that we are able to maintain an
active Association and Museum.
Association
Padre VanBuskirk
Dave Henderson
Mac Robinson
Jack Trueman
Tom McLaughlan
Museum
Scovil Brown
Bernice Giberson
Doug Bracewell
Bill Nickson
Robert McLeod
Dave Henderson
Derek McLellan

Gail MacKinnon
Michael Jackson
Terry Switzer
Dale Shumka
Borden McLellan
Diane Lutes
Andrew Halliday
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Planned Giving
The Board of Directors of the Association of the 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess
Louise’s) Inc has authorized a Planned Giving program. This program is available to
members and non-members who wish to make testamentary gifts, donations or
bequeaths to the Association through the operation of their will at the moment it
becomes effective.

For full details and forms, please go to the website at http://www.8chassociation.com/planned-giving-program.html

Last Post (Courtesy of the RWC Newsletter)
With sadness we announce the passing of the following members of the Corps and
Regimental families, since we last acknowledged Fallen Comrades at the May 2017
RWC Reunion;
MR. DONALD GEORGE ABBS, ST. CATHERINES, ON 03 JAN 2018
MR. DONALD LEWIS GREEN, PETAWAWA, ON 04 JAN 2018
MR. NEIL (BING) CROSBY (WWII HUSSAR), SASKATOON, SK 06 FEB 2018
MAJ (RET’D) E.C.H. LATHAM, OROMOCTO, NB 11 FEB 2018
MRS. MARGARET LEVESQUE COBDEN, ON 12 FEB 2018
MR. NORM VINCENT WOOD (WWII & KOREA), TORONTO, ON 16 FEB 2018
MWO (R) FREEMAN T SHUPE (Father of Pam Catry), OROMOCTO, NB 24 FEB 2018
MR. GORDON CARSON (WWII HUSSAR), MONCTON, NB 10 MAR 2018
MR. CARL WIFRED OAKLEY, FREDRICTON, NB 21 MAR 2018
MRS. JANICE “JAN” MACDONALD PEMBROKE, ON 11 APR 2018
MRS. DIXIE DRAPER, LONDON, ON 05 MAY 2018
MRS. ELSA KRAMELL (101 YEARS,) HEMMINGFORD, PQ 18 MAY 2018
MRS. PATRICIA CROOK (Wife of Dale Crook), OTTAWA, ON 21 MAY 2018
MR. MAURICE (MAY) D’AMOUR, OTTAWA, ON 10 JUN 2018
MWO (R) GERALD CHESTERMAN, PORT ELGIN, ON 13 JUN 2018
MAJ. A.J. “GUS” MACGILLVARY (WWII), KINGSTON, ON 27 JUN 2018
MR. NORMAN MORIN, EDMUNDSTON, NB 08 AUG 2018
MAJ. GORDEN DENHOLM (Exchange Officer), NORTHHAMPTON, UK 31 AUG 2018
MR. CYRIL GOSSE, PEMBROKE, ON 07 SEP 2018
CWO (R) PETER VANIDERSTINE, STRATFORD, PEI 29 SEP 2018

Order of New Brunswick
We are pleased to inform our members that on 27th Nov, 2018, the Hon Col James
Lockyer was awarded the Order of New Brunswick for ”… his extraordinary
volunteerism and outstanding contribution to the legal profession.”

Congratulations Hon Col Lockyer! Well deserved!
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PLAY HARD, FIGHT HARD
The Canadian Sports Hall of Fame has developed a special travelling sports display featuring
the many military athletes and teams from across Canada. The Regimental Association, the
8th Hussars Museum, and the Radley Walters Chapter are proud to note that Norman
“Paddy” Lawrence was selected as one of the prominent boxers to be featured within the
Canadian Forces. Paddy is also recognized in the Pictou Nova Scotia Sports Hall of Fame for
both his boxing skill and his coaching skills.

The Army Open Middleweight Champion - 1959
For those of you who might wish to see this special travelling display and acknowledge the
boxing skills of this 8th Hussar soldier, the schedule for the display next year is as follows;
Oct 17, 2018 to Jan 23, 2019

Feb 08, 2019 to Apr 26, 2019

Aurora Museum and Archives

Royal Canadian Artillery Museum

Aurora, Ontario

Shilo, Manitoba

Sep 07, 2019 to Nov 30, 2019

Other dates and locations to follow as

Saskatchewan Sports Hall of Fame

available

Regina, Sask.
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